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9.2.3 Polish Desorbometer

Polish desorbometer measures the AP value in rcrms of water gauge using a 3 g sample of size
fractions +0.5 to -1.0 mm. Samples arc taken from a 42mmdiameter hole drilled to a depth of
3 m and cuttings are collected from the last l0 cm of drill hole. Fractions are sealed and test
started within 35 s and observations are made over the next 120 s. AP valucs (HzO gauge) are
reported as APs.5 , APr and AP2 which refer to water gauge reading at elapsed times of
0.5 min, I min and 2 minutes after sealing the samplc (Tarnowski, 1966, 1963). The Ap
equal to 120 mm of H2O over 2 minute period has been found to be the limiting value for
defining conditions of an imminent outburst in anthracite mines with COz in Lower Silesian
coal field (basin), Poland (Kodowski and Polak, 1978 a, b).

Some of the AP indices used in various cbuntries are given in Table 9.2.

9,2.4 Kr Index

This index is a measure of the change in desorption rate of a coal sample. The emission of gas
from a coal sample can be related to a power function of the type

v, - (r, )*'q- [ t , J (e.3)

(e.4)

Taking the logs from both sides

K . = [ h V r - h V t ' )' 
I ln Tz -lnTl )

where Vrr = amount of gas desorbed (cclg min) u time T1

Vr, amount of gas desorbed (cclg min) at time T2
t

Thus if the ratio of gas desorbed is ploned against time on ln-ln scale, the slope of the curve
gives the Kl value (Fig. 9.9). Studies conducted have shown that the coefficient K1 is

dependent upon a range of parameters. The critical value K1 <0.645 10.035 is considered

normal. For outbtrsa K1 should be higher or at least 0.75Vo.
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The method of sampling consists of drilling holes and collecting fractions of particlcs in the

rangc of 0.4 - 0.63 mm. The weight of the sample dcpends upon the capacity of the

equipment. The critical Kj value relates to gas content of 9m3/t. - The slope of thc curve

(Fig. 9.9) at desorption time of I min gives the desorption rate of the sample. This valuc

denoted by Vr (at t = 1) is rclated to the Ksvalue through a rclationship

Vt = VttKt (e.5)

This is shown in Fig. 9.10. Thus the amount of gas desorbed over a rimc a to b can be

calculated by integrating and is given by

v,eu_u =dh (,1-*,-,1*,)

Thc amount of gas desorbed over the time 0 - 1 minute is givcn by

v1
Qo-t =ffi 'cm3kg i

(e.6)

(e.7)

The desorbable gas cont€nt of coal has been found to be related to V1 through a relationship;

Qa = 29.4 Vt -O't (e.8)

The above relationship is valid for particle sizes of 0.4 - 0.63 mm. The V1 value for 9m3/t is

>400 cm3&g.

Fig. 9.11 shows the changes in V1 and Ktvalues while going through an outburst zone in

seam #54 in Ibbenbiiren Colliery. Kl value variations in Leichhardt Collicry, Gemini seam are

grven nFig.9.l2.

Automated equipment has been developed for use underground in mines (Noack, 199t.

Fig. 9.9. Calculation of Kr value
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Fie. 9.10. Methane desorPtion
raie for different IQ values
(Janas and Winter, 1977).

Fig.9.11. Kr and Vt values
while minine through an
outburst zolie in #5-3 seam, Ibbenbtiren
(Janas and Winter, 1977)
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Fis..9.t2. Variations in K1 value
in 

-Gemini 
seam" Lrichhardt Colliery

(Janas and Winter, 1977).
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